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THE PRESIDENT, BOARD OF TRUSTEES, ADMINISTRATION, AND 
STAFF CONGRATULATE YOU ON THIS VERY SPECIAL DAY. TODAY'S 
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISE IS THE CULMINATION OF YOUR HARD 
WORK AND INTELLECTUAL EFFORT, WHICH SHOULD BE DULY NOTED 
AND PUBLICLY RECOGNIZED. MAY ALL OF YOUR DREAMS AND 
WISHES BRING FORTH A PROSPEROUS FUTURE. CONGRATULATIONS! 
NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY 
WELCOME TO THE COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY OF 2011 
FOR THE 
COLLEGE OF ALLIED HEALTH AND NURSING 
BANKATLANTIC CENTER 
SUNRISE, FLORIDA 
Sunday, the Twenty .. eighth of August, Two Thousand and Eleven 
Two O'clock in the Afternoon 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
MARSHAL 
CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORAL DEGREES 
CANDIDATES FOR MASTERS DEGREES 
CANDIDATES FOR BACHELORS DEGREE 
MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY 
MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
DISTINGUISHED GUESTS 
UNIVERSITY OFFICIALS 
ORDER OF EXERCISES 
GEORGE L. HANBURY II, PRESIDENT, PRESIDING 
Prelude 
*Processional 
Crown Imperial (1937) ........... ................................. ......................................................... Walton 
Convening the Commencement ....................................... .................. Grand Marshal, Ronald G. Assaf 
Chair, Board of Trustees 
*Star Spangled Banner .... ....... .............. ....................... ................... .................................... ........ Key/Smith 
Introductions ............................................. ...................................................... Frank A. DePiano, Ph.D. 
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Welcoming ................................................... ................................................ Fred Lippman, R.Ph., Ed.D. 
Chancellor, Health Professions Di'vision 
President's Remarks .................................................................... ............... . George L. Hanbury II, Ph.D. 
President 
Conferring of Honorary Degree 
Doctor of Humane Letters .......................................................................... George L. Hanbury II, Ph.D. 
Commencement Address ............................ .... ............. ................................................ Mike Haridopolos 
President, Florida Senate 







Conferral of Degrees ....................................... ......... .............. ........ ..... ......... ...... .... George L. Hanbury II 
*Denotes that the audience should stand during this part of the ceremony 
2 
Presentation of Oaths 
Audiology Oath ................................................................................................... Teri Hamill, Ph.D., 
Professor, Audiology Department 
Physician Assistant .............................................................................. Debbie Gerbert, M.S., PA-C 
Program Director, Jacksonville 
Chair and Assistant Professor, Physician Assistant Department 
Nightingale Oath ............................................................................... Cynthia Fletcher, Ph.D., R.N. 
Assistant Professor, Nursing Department 
Remarks from Alumnus ................................................................................................ Paul M. Sallarulo 
President, National Alumni Association 
Closing Remarks .................................................................................................... George L. Hanbury II 
Dismissal of the Commencement ........................................................ Grand Marshal, Ronald G. Assaf 
*Nova Southeastern University Anthem .......................... ....... .... ........... .. ..... ..................... ........ Cavanaugh 
*Recessional 
Hail thee, Nova Southeastern! 
Bright sun shining new; 
Radiant star of our morning, 
Ever rising, true; 
May thy wisdom serve as our constant guide 
and thy love a beacon strong, 
as throughout the world we praise thy name 
joining voice in grateful song: 
Nova Southeastern, Alma Mater, 
By thy light imbue, 
Service, honor, loyalty, 
'til our days are through. 
Love thee, Gray and Blue! 
La Rejouissance .......... ...................................... .................. ............................................... Handel 
From Music for the Royal Fireworks 
*Denotes that the audience should stand during this part of the ceremony 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES 
COLLEGE OF ALLIED HEALTH AND NURSING 
Presented by Richard E. Davis, PA-C, Ed.D. 
DOCTOR OF AUDIOLOGY 
Nur Shasa Ain Abdul Aziz ... London, United Kingdom Tuan-Huy Le Ngo* ................. Laguna Hills, California 
Reem Alqahtani* ................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Anna E. Nichols ......... Winston Salem, North Carolina 
Christie Anne Gardner* ... East Taunton, Massachusetts Jenny Elise Nesgaard Pedersen ... Copenhagen, Denmark 
Benjaman J. Gilham* ........ ............ Seattle, Washington Tiffany Pereda* ................................... Weston, Florida 
Edward Johnson* ............ Saint George, South Carolina Tacita N. Persad-Maharaj* ........... .......... Davie, Florida 
Sania Khan ........................... London, United Kingdom Jared Talancon ..................................... Sparks, Nevada 
Emily Louise Manley* ....... Saratoga Springs, New York Kaitlin Thoden ................................ . Tequesta, Florida 
Mary McCullough** ............................. Miami, Florida 
DOCTOR OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
Tania Maria Diaz-Fernandez ................. Miami, Florida Debra Misrahi ....................................... Miami, Florida 
Tia Denise Hughes ..... .... ...................... Oviedo, Florida Tamara Pinchevsky ........................ Hollywood, Florida 
Amanda A. Litt ............... Palm Beach Gardens, Florida Christene S. Rush ...................... Delray Beach, Florida 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
Tami Lynn Lawrence ........ ............ Hilton Head Island, 
*Graduated with honors 
**Graduated with highest honors 
South Carolina 
Laura M. Schmelzer ...... ........ .............. .... Findlay, Ohio 
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DOCTOR OF HEALTH SCIENCE 
Emily Dehn Babcock ..................... Scottsdale, Arizona 
Gaye Belgrave ........... .. ..... ................. Miramar, Florida 
Michael K. Burnett ................ ............ Columbus, Ohio 
Eric Health Carver ............................ Oldsmar, Florida 
Billy St. John Collins .... Rocky Mount, North Carolina 
Angela Jean Cooey ..................... Panama City, Florida 
Lisa M. Duddy* ............................ Teaneck, New Jersey 
Barbara Lynn Duffy ............................ .Deland, Florida 
Jaleh Ebrahimzadeh .................... Woodbine, Maryland 
Chigozie Chinna Ekpe ................. Baltimore, Maryland 
Sandra Fawzi EI Hajj .............. . Coconut Creek, Florida 
Gary Markham Enger* ............................ Pace, Florida 
Marc Othneil Etkins ......................... Miramar, Florida 
Rekhmir Brisdane Ford* ............... Newark, New Jersey 
Christina Marie Gardner ..................... Hardy, Virginia 
Frances Montt Gilman ...... West Chester, Pennsylvania 
Daniel Arthur Hassler ............. Wesley Chapel, Florida 
Mary Haumschild ............................. Seminole, Florida 
Telsa Dawn HenIon .... ......... ............. Miramar, Florida 
Dana Joshua Hunter. ............................. Bangor, Maine 
David Ira Jackson .......... Huntington Station, New York 
Marianne Jankowski ..................... Boca Raton, Florida 
Schlondra Cylinthia Johns ................ Orlando, Florida 
*Graduated with honors 
**Graduated with highest honors 
Christi ian Lewis* ........................ Spokane, Washington 
Rapheal Andrew Luccasen, Jr . ... Vestavia Hills, Alabama 
Marcia McCormack ................ Lake George, New York 
Mark Francis McKinnon ............ Brookeville, Maryland 
Bernadette Marie Mele .............. Hamden, Connecticut 
Kelly Shannon Moseley ......................... Odessa, Texas 
Christopher J. Moss .................. Michigan City, Indiana 
Jyl Ann Maria O'Brien ............ .. ...... Rockledge, Florida 
Janet Elaine Phillips ............................ Dublin, Virginia 
Carrie Renee Pockrandt .... .. ...... Cape May, New Jersey 
Nora Langgood Powell ...... ........ Oakland Park, Florida 
Irish Faye Rivera Pugao .......... .. ...... Metairie, Louisiana 
Linda Jean Sekhon .............. . Murrysville, Pennsylvania 
Ryan Jonathan Smith ................ .. ........... Findlay, Ohio 
Lucy Baccus Stella ........................... Lakeland, Florida 
Christopher E. Tilton ...................... Oakley, California 
Philip Edward Tobin ......................... Searcy, Arkansas 
Leona Trent Hamrick ...................... . Dunedin, Florida 
Lesley Evan Ward* ..................... Spring Hill, Tennessee 
Torrance W. Williams ........................... Ocoee, Florida 
Richard G. Winters ........................... Hoover, Alabama 
Meleesa Frances Wohleber. ...... . Cape May, New Jersey 
Jennifer Sara Wolowitz ....... Altamonte Springs, Florida 
MASTER OF MEDICAL SCIENCE IN PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT 
FORT LAUDERDALE 
Kanwal Amin ............................. Coral Springs, Florida Tayla Mae Hunt ............................. Panama, New York 
Brittany Lucille Arnett ..................... Plainview, Illinois Diane Nicole Johnson* .............. Coral Springs, Florida 
Megan Ann Arnold* ... ..... ...... ............. Naples, Florida Maureen M. Johnson ................... Cooper City, Florida 
Jane Christine Auxier. .......... Wallingford, Connecticut Lauren Beth Klein* ...... ........ ... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Stephanie Lynn Behlmer ... ... New Hartford, New York Lindsay Elizabeth Knapp ................. Longwood, Florida 
Danielle Bryana Berman .... ... Port Saint Lucie, Florida Joyce Kuruvilla .................................... Weston, Florida 
Lindsey Nicole Broadnax ............... ... Conyers, Georgia Donna Ramirez Leonardo* ......... Indianapolis, Indiana 
Lindsay Nicole Brower* ........................ Venice, Florida Dianna Lievano .................................... Stuart, Florida 
Melynda Sue Brown ........... ......... Lehigh Acres, Florida Katie Maria Linehan .......................... Columbus, Ohio 
Heather Lynn Brunell ...... ... .... ............ Butte, Montana Rhonda Evelyn Lowe ....................... Callahan, Florida 
Alyson Lois Campbell .. .................. Hollywood, Florida Megan Elyse Machado .............. Danbury, Connecticut 
Jacquelyn Marie Carney ................. ...... Houston, Texas Darryl Lyn Markowitz ................ ...... .... Sunrise, Florida 
Jessa LaShea Carter. ....... ..... ..... ...... . Hernando, Florida Eric Todd McDougle .................. Vienna, West Virginia 
Daniel J. Chentorycki .......... .. ..... .... Woodridge, Illinois Matthew Meagher ................ Mansfield, Massachusetts 
Christiania Nilsson Christensen ..... Boulder, Colorado Gittel Mindick ................. North Miami Beach, Florida 
Carissa A. Cole* ....................... . Greenvitle, Wisconsin Christine M. Miskec .......................... Gardner, Kansas 
Paulina Marie De La Rosa ........ Stamford, Connecticut Jessica Rachel Moskowitz** ... Nashua, New Hampshire 
Paula Andrea Diaz* ... .. ............ .............. Davie, Florida Sara Elizabeth Mow** ........ .... Newington, Connecticut 
Joseph Alan Dickinson ... Palm Beach Gardens, Florida Lauren Anne Murphy* ........ .............. Sarasota, Florida 
Alexandra Corine Dormoy* ..... ....... ..... Miami, Florida Danielle Ann Nastas ............. Grand Rapids, Michigan 
Shashikala K. Dwivedi ........ ............ Plantation, Florida Megan Ninneman* ........................ Hollywood, Florida 
Emily Edmunds* ............................ ........ El Paso, Texas Michelle Osorio .......................... Delray Beach, Florida 
Carrie Hensley Eldridge** .............. Plantation, Florida Vitia Angela Pack** .... .... ....... Deerfield Beach, Florida 
Michael James Farless .... .. ....... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Arthur Perry IlL ................................. Tampa, Florida 
Melissa Franco ...... .... .... ..... ..... Coconut Creek, Florida Christopher C. Pociask .......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Linette Danice Gallo* .......... ........ ........ Miami, Florida Stephanie Ann Prenatt* .. . Fayetteville, North Carolina 
Vanessa Giraldo ............................ ........ Miami, Florida Vanessa Raschio Arango* ...................... Doral, Florida 
Johanna A. Gonzalez Morin* .... ....... .... . Davie, Florida Daneshia J. Roberts-Pollack .... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Sarah Beth Gravagna ............ Fort Lauderdale, Florida Marissa Ann Rosenbaum .... .... ........ Plantation, Florida 
Holly Kendall Griffith* ...... ........ Coral Springs, Florida Jessica Erin Rosette* ........ Green Cove Springs, Florida 
Philip Conte Guzzetta IlL ....... Washington, District of Stephen Anthony Russo** ..... Lancaster, Pennsylvania 
Columbia Tyler John Schaefer* .. .. .......... Fond Du Lac, Wisconsin 
Nicole M. Habib ........ .................... . Hollywood, Florida Jennifer L. Schunatz .... .. .............. .Loxahatchee, Florida 
Bradley Harper .............. Rocky Mount, North Carolina Jacqueline Lee Shindle* ... Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania 
Leslie Jean Hayman** ... .............. Orange Park, Florida Corrine Adelle Skislak** .............. Gulf Breeze, Florida 
Natosha L. Hoffmann* ...... ..... ... .... . Tomah, Wisconsin Christopher Tarpein ........................ Palm Bay, Florida 
Seth James Holman ............................... Largo, Florida Julie Marie Taylor .............. .... ...... .. . Fort Myers, Florida 
*Graduated with honors 
* * Graduated with highest honors 
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Kristen Elizabeth Taylor ............... Saint Cloud, Florida Juan David Vidal* ................... Miami Gardens, Florida 
Karen Elizabeth Thompson ................. Naples, Florida Lindsey Anne Walsh ........ Kensington, New Hampshire 
Anneliese Trull ........................... Miami Lakes, Florida Mallory Laura Walsh* ............ Saint Augustine, Florida 
Jason Eric Tucker ............................... Niceville, Florida Devan Allen Ward .............................. Hamilton, Ohio 
Victoria Jean Vanacore** ...................... Davie, Florida Leah Danielle Zamoyski ........ Cheektowaga, New York 
Andrea Leigh VanDam ....................... Sebring, Florida Michelle Zavislak* ................. Saint Augustine, Florida 
Marissa Anne Veihl* ................... Muskegon, Michigan 
FORT MYERS 
Tracey Webb Alphin ............ North Fort Myers, Florida 
Heather Lynn Anderson* ...... Saint Petersburg, Florida 
Aida Bajramovic ................................ Sarasota, Florida 
Elizabeth Mary Bauer* ................... Fort Myers, Florida 
Tasha Beal-Corinth* ...................... Eagle River, Alaska 
Matthew Burns Berilla .................. . Fort Myers, Florida 
Carmen Michelle Caldwell ...... Garden City, Michigan 
Diego Enrique Carmona ...................... Naples, Florida 
Wei Min Chan ................. North Miami Beach, Florida 
Brooke Bianca Chiodo ......................... Tampa, Florida 
Jennifer CiviL ..................................... Naples, Florida 
Jillian Christine Clark* ...... Winchester, Massachusetts 
Randal Paul Cook .............. Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
Annie Cooper** ......................... Punta Gorda, Florida 
Jennifer Michelle Crews* ............ Fort Myers, Florida 
Ronald George Dubock, Jr.* ................ Naples, Florida 
Amanda E. Dutton ...................... Knoxville, Tennessee 
Nelly Marie Escobar .................. Munhall, Pennsylvania 
Crystal Rose Falke ................................... Day ton, Ohio 
Emily Beth Friedman .......... Clearwater Beach, Florida 
Tim Judge Frost* ........................... Cape Coral, Florida 
Ryan Joseph Guilfoyle .......... Townsend, Massachusetts 
Jodee Christine Gulaskey ........... Export, Pennsylvania 
Jennifer London Heleniak ................... Naples, Florida 
Aimee Elise Israe1... ........................ Fort Myers, Florida 
Hannah Jean Javens ..................... Mankato, Minnesota 
Brooke Elizabeth Keller** ............. Cape Coral, Florida 
Amber Nicole Kelly* ..................... Fort Myers, Florida 
Maegen Ricki Kennedy .......................... . Austin, Texas 
Bradley William Klement** ........... Fort Myers, Florida 
*Graduated with honors 
**Graduated with highest honors 
Blaine Klopotek** .......................... Fort Myers, Florida 
Ross Kravetz ................................... Fort Myers, Florida 
Nicholas Gregory Lelito .............. Carol Stream, Illinois 
Kristi Nichole Lerner ..................... Gainesville, Florida 
Joshua Stephen Lies ................... Collierville, Tennessee 
Justin Alan Lyon .................... Pittsfield, Massachusetts 
Tatiana Marvin* ................................ Sarasota, Florida 
Allison Richelle Mendenhall* ........... Chillicothe, Ohio 
Melissa Kay Minkovich ............ Bonita Springs, Florida 
Amanda Estelle Montreal.. .............. Omaha, Nebraska 
Melissa Marie Muscat** ........................ Estero, Florida 
Becky Lynn Opper ............... North Fort Myers, Florida 
Jennifer Danielle Parish* ................. Brimley, Michigan 
John Reich* .................................... Fort Myers, Florida 
Jordan Kimberly Ritchie ... Chesapeake Beach, Maryland 
Angela Chernyshov Ruiz ............. ........ Naples, Florida 
Jamelle Lee Schillo ..................... Golva, North Dakota 
Sandra Lynn Sears ............................... Naples, Florida 
Shawndelin M. Smith* ....... Bloomfield Hills, Michigan 
Rachel Ghaffari Solak .......................... Troy, Michigan 
Amber Leigh Spradlin* .................. Fort Myers, Florida 
Keri Anne Squittieri ............ Charlotte, North Carolina 
Jenna Rae Tew ............................... Fort Myers, Florida 
Danielle DeTeso Trent ......................... Naples, Florida 
Julianne R. Turnbull ........................... .Deland, Florida 
Theresa Pearl Vergo ................... Marco Island, Florida 
Christopher Neil Watson ............... Fort Myers, Florida 
Bethany Marie Wolff** ................. Fort Myers, Florida 
Katie Maureen Zajechowski** ............. Naples, Florida 
JACKSONVILLE 
Stacy Ann Amrhein ... Washington, District of Columbia 
Elizabeth Lindsay Anderson ......... Jacksonville, Florida 
Kristine Elizabeth Anderson .. Saint Augustine, Florida 
Rodrigo Blake ........................................... Lutz, Florida 
Blake Duncan Callender. ... ................. Sanford, Florida 
Rebecca Lynn Carmody** ............ Jacksonville, Florida 
Jonathan Scott Curington ....... ..... Jacksonville, Florida 
Kristen Elizabeth Darson .............. Bristol, Connecticut 
Beth Louise DeArment ................. Jacksonville, Florida 
Erika Leigh Dunn .............................. Orlando, Florida 
Michael Paul Fogel .................. Fredericksburg, Virginia 
Melissa Ann Fredrickson* ............ Jacksonville, Florida 
Anna Rebekah Fulghum** ........... Jacksonville, Florida 
Christopher Michael Garman .... Orange Park, Florida 
Helen Venning Gilmore .................... Mount Pleasant, 
South Carolina 
Kristen N. Giordano ..................... Jacksonville, Florida 
Courtney R. Iverson* ........................ Shawnee, Kansas 
Melinda Ganio Jimenez* ............... Jacksonville, Florida 
Angelina Dawn McCormack ........ Jacksonville, Florida 
*Graduated with honors 
**Graduated with highest honors 
Brittany Nicole Mertz ................... Jacksonville, Florida 
Meredith Claire Miller .................. Jacksonville, Florida 
Brandon L. Mitchell... ................... Jacksonville, Florida 
Lacey Nicole Mouser. ..................... Clearwater, Florida 
Jeffrey JohnThomas Myatt ..................... Verdi, Nevada 
Shannon Marie O'Donnell.. .. Pompano Beach, Florida 
Lauren Marie Overstreet** ........... Jacksonville, Florida 
Michael Everett Palmer, Jr .......... Crescent City, Florida 
Erik Poast ........................... .}acksonville Beach, Florida 
Joshua Allen Propst* ..................... Jacksonville, Florida 
Luisali Rodriguez-Carrasquillo* ... .}acksonville, Florida 
Jessica Marie Sabin ....................... Jacksonville, Florida 
Ashley Erin Smith ....................... .}acksonville, Florida 
Melody Delina Snyder .......................... Tampa, Florida 
Monika Sood ................................ .}acksonville, Florida 
Barbara Lee Steplock ...................... .. Casper, Wyoming 
Weidong Su* ................................. Jacksonville, Florida 
Jamie Lynn Surmin ............... New Port Richey, Florida 
Douglas Lee Waters ..... Fuquay-Varina, North Carolina 




Amanda Y. Anania .................... Bloomington, Indiana 
Brandy Alexandra Bacon ................... Orlando, Florida 
Jason W. Balls .......................................... Lutz, Florida 
Amber Leah Barmer ..................... Casselberry, Florida 
Joseph Patrick Bivona ........................ Orlando, Florida 
Samantha Maria Bono* ..................... Sarasota, Florida 
Kimberly Ann Bouldry* ...... .......... Melbourne, Florida 
Andrea Lynn Cleary* .......................... Tampa, Florida 
Justin Blake Corbin* ........ Panama City Beach, Florida 
Jessica Elaine Curley** ...................... Orlando, Florida 
Lauren Marie Donnelly* ............... lacksonville, Florida 
Matthew James Dugan ............ Wilson, North Carolina 
Earlene J. Felix .................................. . Orlando, Florida 
Lizbeth Alba Gaston* ................ . McDonough, Georgia 
Timothy Del Gilliard* ..................... Chuluota, Florida 
Stacey Lynn Green ........................ Melbourne, Florida 
Stephanie Lynne Haire ...................... Orlando, Florida 
Victoria Henriquez* .............................. Miami, Florida 
Lauren Baker Hirsch .......................... Sarasota, Florida 
Anthony Hudson* ............................ Brandon, Florida 
Marek Jaszczuk .............................. Round Lake, I!!inois 
Satie S. Kallicharan* ........................ Tamarac, Florida 
Robert Lee Kasten ...... ............... Holmes Beach, Florida 
Michael Patrick Kehoe ..................... Clermont, Florida 
Iris Kathryn Kelley ......................... Melbourne, Florida 
Sarah Ann Kelly* ........................ Chesapeake, Virginia 
Travis Lee Larimore** ................... Brooksville, Florida 
Brad Eric Lasley .......... ............... Collegedale, Tennessee 
Kurt Michael Lee** ........................ Gainesville, Florida 
Audra Ellen Leedy* .................... .... Kissimmee, Florida 
*Graduated with honors 
**Graduated with highest honors 
Angela-Rose Maness** .... New Smyrna B eacll, Florida 
Joshua Anthony Martin ..................... Sarasota, Florida 
Stephanie Martz** ................................ Troy, Michigan 
Heather McClendon ................ ........ Inverness, Florida 
Jessica Marie McVeigh* ......... New Port Richey, Florida 
April Elaine Mela ......... Indian Harbour Beach, Florida 
Melanie Wendt Molligan* ................ .. . Tampa, Florida 
Ginger Crosby Morgante* ........... East Palatka, Florida 
Ashley Morris* .................................. Seminole, Florida 
Megan Nicole Mullen* ......... New Port Richey, Florida 
Rachel Ann Oliphant** ................... Albion, Michigan 
Gina-Cristine Ortego ............................ Miami, Florida 
Leilani Otero .................................... Inverness, Florida 
Kajalben Brijesh Patel ...................... Clermont, Florida 
Javier Antonio Perez .......................... Orlando, Florida 
Daisy Thottumkal Philip** .............. Sunnyvale, Texas 
Christopher Lewis Rodriguez .... ........ ... Bartow, Florida 
Jennifer Ashley Rogers* ..................... Orlando, Florida 
Celina Elizabeth Ruyssers .................. Orlando, Florida 
Rosemarie Schanel... ................... Beverly Hills, Florida 
Alfredo Perlas Sy ................................ Orlando, Florida 
Ashley Elizabeth Thomas* ............ Clearwater, Florida 
Ray T. Townsend ................................ Orlando, Florida 
William Carlyle Waite* ..................... Orlando, Florida 
Sara Danielle Waldman** .............. Kissimmee, Florida 
Shelly Ann Weatherford ......................... Sachse, Texas 
Coley Lauren Westerberg* ..... Saint Petersburg, Florida 
Victoria Elizabeth Wilson* .......... .}acksonville, Florida 
Rene Nicole Yates* .............................. . Bartow, Florida 
Matthew Keith Yelken* ........................ Ocala, Florida 
MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCE 
Julie Abraham ...................................... Garland, Texas Mary Haumschild ............................. Seminole, Florida 
Sheri Angele Alleyne ............................ Davie, Florida Jennifer Lucia Joyce .................. ... ........ Apopka, Florida 
Marie Martine Altieri ............................ Davie, Florida Kathleen L. Kennedy ... Northumberland, Pennsylvania 
Amelia Arrigo ..................................... Chicago, Illinois Larissa Dawn Kryder* ............... Danville, Pennsylvania 
Catherine Jane Backus ...................... Oldsmar, Florida Andrew Christopher Litto* ... Colorado Springs, Colorado 
Jamie Bailey ........................................ .}asper, Alabama Yanett Lopez Martinez .... .............. Opa-Locka, Florida 
Michele Cherie Benz .................. Palmetto Bay, Florida James Stewart Malone ............ Muscle Shoals, Alabama 
Matthew Alex Berke .......................... Orlando, Florida Lynn Norris* ... .............. ................ Woodstock, Georgia 
Kelly Ann Bevilaqua* .................. Dallas, Pennsylvania Cecilia Maria Obregon .... ... .... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Holly Coulliette .................................. Palatka, Florida Danielle Ofsowitz .......................... Boca Raton, Florida 
Swetha Devaraj .. ..................................... Mysore, India Lesa C. Quinper* ................... Leduc, Alberta, Canada 
Jo-Ellen Ehrsam ........................... Rochester, Minnesota Suen S. Shaw .......................... Coconut Creek, Florida 
Farah Thair Fadhil.. ................ Garner, North Carolina Susan Beth Sanders* ............................. Davie, Florida 
O'Zandra Lynell Floyd* ....... Piedmont, South Carolina Terry N. Sorensen* .............................. Topeka, Kansas 
Erika Gaffney ................................ }acksonville, Florida Tami JoElle Stafford* ................... Richmond, Michigan 
Dale Gamble* ............................... }acksonville, Florida Danny Allen Tkatch .................... Lucedale, MississiPPi 
Ramiro A. Garrido* ....................... Savannah, Georgia My Linh Thi Trinh .............................. Tampa, Florida 
Stephanie Angela Gonzalez ........... Fort Myers, Florida Nadege Valsaint ................... West Palm Beach, Florida 
Juanita Grant ..................................... Miramar, Florida Natalie Latesha Watson ..................... Margate, Florida 
Debra Michelle Harrell ........................... Yulee, Florida Jonathan James Wright .... ............. }acksonville, Florida 
*Graduated with honors 
* * Graduated with highest honors 
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MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCE-ANESTHESIOLOGIST ASSISTANT 
Shayan Ahmadi ............................ Marietta, Georgia 
Natalie Elizabeth Anderson .. Lexington, North Carolina 
Victor Jose Avella ................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Maria Avkshtol ................................. Strongsville, Ohio 
Roosevelt Bennett, Jr. ......... Sunny Isles Beach, Florida 
Manuel Alejandro Bermudez ........ Tallahassee, Florida 
Olga Bernsteyn* ............................ Jacksonville, Florida 
Edward D. Bolanos ............................ Miramar, Florida 
William Jason Caldwell* ...................... Naples, Florida 
Nikki Campagna ................................. Sanford, Florida 
Ginah Choi Cardew* ....................... Dunedin, Florida 
Jeffrey Ryan Carroll* .......................... Columbus, Ohio 
Jenna Brittany Cavazos ............................ Keller, Texas 
Ralph Francis Dapaah ................... Gainesville, Georgia 
Nick Arthur Davies ............................. Sunrise, Florida 
Jennifer Marie Diaz* ...................... Gainesville, Florida 
Jason Dipman ........................................... Genoa, Ohio 
Thinh Duc Do ....................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
John Wesley Farver ............................... Ashland, Ohio 
Matthew John Galuzzi* ..................... Denver, Colorado 
Jesse Graham Gibbons* ........................... Akron, Ohio 
Vyacheslav Golubov ...................... Brooklyn, New York 
David Samuel Grayson ... Thomasville, North Carolina 
Meghan Elizabeth Greaves ............... Jerseyville, Illinois 
Brooke Alexandria Grimes* ..... Safety Harbor, Florida 
Cristina Isabella Guldenschuh ............. Rome, Georgia 
Amar Ramell Herndon ......... Stone Mountain, Georgia 
Ashley Nicole Hickey* ...... Altamonte Springs, Florida 
Stephen Gregory Hladek* ................ Surprise, Arizona 
Wesley Alan Hunt* .............. ............ ... Sunrise, Florida 
Joshua Ryan Kelly ................................... Davie, Florida 
Michelle Leigh Kowal .... .... .... . Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Kathryn Elise Kramer .......................... Tampa, Florida 
Paul Frank Krupa II* ............................ Sunrise, Florida 
*Graduated with honors 
**Graduated with highest honors 
Landon Lee Lapham* ............................ Davie, Florida 
Jessica Ann LehmkuhL .................... Avon Lake, Ohio 
Leslie Beverly Maruri ................... West Miami, Florida 
Aaron Matthew McPeek .............. Newton, New Jersey 
Deanna Marie McPhail .................... Miramar, Florida 
Christopher John Mock ................... Valdosta, Georgia 
Rebecca Morris .................................... Dora, Alabama 
Kyle Jacob Neumann ...... ................ San Antonio, Texas 
Mark David Newcomer .......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Annie Nguyen ....................................... Davie, Florida 
Liem N. Nickelson* .................. ............ Tampa, Florida 
Vishal Patel ................................... Tallahassee, Florida 
Bryan Chesley Payne ................ .... Stockbridge, Georgia 
Davidson Montroy Pettit ........................ Dallas, Texas 
Laura Jane Plummer ............................. Houston, Texas 
Sherry Denise Preston* ...................... Atlanta, Georgia 
Michael Ryan Pulfer ....................... Hollywood, Florida 
Adrian R. Roybal ............... Albuquerque, New Mexico 
Joy Rebecca Rusmisell* ...... ..... Coconut Creek, Florida 
Cheryl Saidi-Johnson ........................ ... Sunrise, Florida 
Leigh Elizabeth Salz ............................. Seffner, Florida 
Alicia Lauren Smith ....................... Jonesboro, Georgia 
Gregory Allen Sutton, Jr. ........................ Dayton, Ohio 
Vivian To ........ ................................. Marietta, Georgia 
Dana Turner ...................................... Brooklet, Georgia 
Ryan Carter Wallentine* ........ Warner Robins, Georgia 
Nathaniel Albert Walton .................. Springboro, Ohio 
Nathan Eugene Weber ....................... Springfield, Ohio 
Brittany Virginia West* ................ Alpharetta, Georgia 
Marie-Eloise Wexler-Puissesseau* .. .Delray Beach, Florida 
Matthew R. Wilding .............................. Lithia, Florida 
Kyle Dean Wolf.. .............................. Riverview, Florida 
Cheng Wood* ......................................... Spring, Texas 
David Paul Wright ................... Clover, South Carolina 
MASTER OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
Randolph Badger. .............. Hardeeville, South Carolina Amanda Joyce Letizia* ....................... Elmhurst, Illinois 
Charlie Nell Biles ........... ..... .... ...... ... .... . Destin, Florida Carmen L. Lopez ............................. Plantation, Florida 
Laura Burke ................................. Dania Beach, Florida Nicole Marie Maestri* .... Palm Beach Gardens, Florida 
Rosario Camilo ....................... Pembroke Pines, Florida Nicole Lauren Mesa .............................. Miami, Florida 
Laura Leigh Carberry ................... West Islip, New York Amanda Renee Mihelich* .................. Weston, Florida 
Jennifer N. Caupain* ................... . Woodstock, Georgia Paula Auden Miller* .............................. Davie, Florida 
Cortney lynn Couitcher. ........ Fort Lauderdale, Florida Mayte Alexandra Perez ....... ...... Aguadilla, Puerto Rico 
Jared Michael Cullifer .. ...... ........ ....... Westville, Florida Anju Ann Pulick .................................. Miami, Florida 
Irene de la Guardia ................. .............. }upiter, Florida Jennifer Elise Reagan ....... Panama City Beach, Florida 
Ashley Laura Eilertson ............................. Akron, Ohio Michelle Anne Roe ....... ..... .......... . Boca Raton, Florida 
Amanda Kohr Erben .............................. Davie, Florida Erica Danielle Rogowski* ..................... Miami, Florida 
Keisha Natasha Forde ...... ... . Roslindale, Massachusetts Lindsay Rebecca Schneider* .......... Plantation, Florida 
Amanda Lee Gomberg* ........................ Miami, Florida Sharanie C. Smith ....... .......... New Orleans, Louisiana 
Lauren Gomez* ....................... Boynton Beach, Florida Michele Spiegel* ................................. Chicago, Illinois 
Natalie M. Gonzalez* ........................ .. Hialeah, Florida Carly Rachel Waxman ...................... Beachwood, Ohio 
Jennifer Jacobs* .................................... Tampa, Florida Stephanie Ybarra .................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
*Graduated with honors 
* * Graduated with highest honors 
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MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
Judith A. Anderson** ..................... Lauderhill, Ftorida Heather Bentley Long** ................... Umatilla, Florida 
Robin Sue Blank** .................... Coral Springs, Florida Lucrecia Manlulu Megano** ........ Boca Raton, Florida 
Kathryn Elizabeth Bonikowski** .... ... Fort Lauderdale, Laura Alise Mears** ........................ Crestview, Florida 
Florida Juana Ivette Mejia-McClure .... Pembrake Pines, Florida 
Rose L. Darbouze .................... Pembrake Pines, Florida Gregory Paul Miller** ........ .... ...... Hamburg, New York 
Marie Carmel Dorismond* ............... Miramar, Florida Helen Elser Mills** ....................... Vera Beach, Florida 
Millicent Elaine Elliott* ......... Pembroke Pines, Florida Melissa Lynn Morris** ....................... Weston, Florida 
Yvonne Icilda Facey** ....................... Miramar, Florida Sharon L. Moss ........................... Lehigh Acres, Florida 
Kathryn Faro** ............... Palm Beach Gardens, Florida Bernadieth Patterson** ..................... Miramar, Florida 
Ann M. Forgione .......................... Cape Coral, Florida Paula Ann Prempin ...................... .... . Margate, Florida 
lizabeth Funchess ........................... Hollywood, Florida Kyndall Nyeschelle Pritchard** .......... Sunrise, Florida 
Sheila Goldsby* .. ............................ Lauderhill, Ftorida Milagros Resto** ......................... Lehigh Acres, Florida 
Lucille H. Graham** ............ . Pompano Beach, Florida Patience E. Romney ..................... Lake Worth, Florida 
Audrey Pamela Guy** ......... Lauderdale Lakes, Florida Diane V. Sewell-Mentore .................. Miramar, Florida 
Titilayo A. Idowu** ................ Pembroke Pines, Florida Elena Simoy-Stuebe* ......................... Miramar, Florida 
Marie-Judith Jeantilus ........................... Miami, Florida Sharon Singh** ................... Royal Palm Beach, Florida 
Marie Iveta Joseph ............................ .. . Pembroke Pines Linda Cason Stuebing** .......... Winter Springs, Florida 
Carolyn Leslyn Khan .............. Pembrake Pines, Florida Heather Dawn Thomas ....................... Buford, Georgia 
Marie Ann Korenstein** ............ Miami Lakes, Florida Rose Tucker* ...................... ... ............... Sunrise, Florida 
Georgine Marie Kruedelbach** .... Cape Coral, Florida Vanessa Elizabeth Walter** ................. Sunrise, Florida 
*Graduated with honors 
* * Graduated with highest honors 
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
Aylyn Aba .......................................... ... Miami, Florida 
Judy A. Abrams Lan** .................. Boca Raton, Florida 
Belinda Adjei .. ..... ............ ....... ......... Snellville, Georgia 
Amber N. Aiello** .......... .... ...... ......... Orlando, Florida 
Ilomise Alexandre** ....... ............... Fort Myers, Florida 
Geraldine Madeline Allen** .... Montego Bay, Jamaica 
Fannie Faye Allison** ...................... Minneola, Florida 
Shavonne Alston .................... Miami Gardens, Florida 
Sandra Altidor ..................... .. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Elizabeth Eleanor Anctil... .............. Plantation, Florida 
Leslie Faye Anderson ........... North Fort Myers, Florida 
Brenda Antoine-Ranson* ............... Minneola, Florida 
Tiffany Marie Apana ................. Coral Springs, Florida 
Camilo Arteaga ..................................... Miami, Florida 
Beverly Susan Arter ....................... Fort Myers, Florida 
Danielle Christine Arterburn ... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Estella Maphia Austin ............. Miami Gardens, Florida 
Lori A. Aylwin ..................................... Naples, Florida 
Christina Badia .... ........ ...... ............... ... . Miami, Florida 
Kristina R. Balado ..... ..... .... ......... Lehigh Acres, Florida 
Chelsey Esther Ball ................ Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Stephanie Ann Balogh .................. ...... Peoria, Arizona 
Roldine Banatte ............................. Fort Myers, Florida 
Janette Bandel.. .... ....................... Miami Lakes, Florida 
Adrian N. Bang .................................. Orlando, Florida 
Ella Barnett ............................. Winter Garden, Florida 
David C. Barrett** .................... Winter Haven, Florida 
Verna Athlyn Barrett .............. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Dana Liana Baumgartner** ..... South Charleston, West 
Virginia 
Bertha Leigh Bea ............................... Orlando, Florida 
Joanne L. Bellamy** ............................. Ocoee, Florida 
Janelle Marie Benito .................. Coral Gables, Florida 
Joanie Dawn Bennett** ................... Kingston, Jamaica 
Jenna Lorraine Berger** ......... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Ebonee Monique Blackwood ..... Delray Beach, Florida 
Tiffany S. Blagerman ....... ...... . Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Mona Bloom ................................. Boca Raton, Florida 
Shannon Christine Bode .. ............ Boca Raton, Florida 
Christina Gianna Boilini ............... Key Largo, Florida 
Peta Gaye Bowen ................................. Sunrise, Florida 
Uche Margaret Braide ......................... Hialeah, Florida 
Cassandra J. Breeden ................. Miami Beach, Florida 
*Graduated with honors 
**Graduated with highest honors 
Beatrice M. Brice .............................. Miramar, Florida 
Martha Brinkley** ................................ Ocoee, Florida 
Elizabeth Anner Brinkley** .......... Fort Myers, Florida 
Mary Buchmann ................................ Orlando, Florida 
Ashley Len Bulger .......................... Fort Myers, Florida 
Lashieka Burden ............................ Covington, Georgia 
Marcia Monica Campbell ..................... Miami, Florida 
Samantha Marie Canellas ..................... Davie, Florida 
Teresa Y. Carr** .............................. Lauderhill, Florida 
Audrey Alecia Carwin* .......... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Liliana Casals .......................... Miami Gardens, Florida 
Katelin Ann Cassidy ... .. ............ Santa Rosa, California 
Shana Dorena Caton ........... North Fort Myers, Florida 
Berta A. Cedillo ............................ Boca Raton, Florida 
Victoria L. Charles ......................... Fort Myers, Florida 
Ina Chery* ............................................ Ocoee, Florida 
Cheng-Chung Chow* ........................... Taipei, Taiwan 
Yvena Chrysostome ............ Royal Palm Beach, Florida 
Dounia Patrice Clarke ...................... Miramar, Florida 
Joan Clarke ............................. Coconut Creek, Florida 
Diane Louise Clifton** .................. Fort Myers, Florida 
Maria R. Collado** ................. Winter Garden, Florida 
Lorimar M. Colon ......................... Cape Coral, Florida 
Lud Mairine Colon ....................... Cape Coral, Florida 
RoseAnn Campbell Combs* ......... Hollywood, Florida 
Megan Helene Coppell ........................ Naples, Florida 
Klametra KeShay Cranston .......... Cape Coral, Florida 
Jennifer Rosette Cruz** ....................... Sunrise, Florida 
Lazaro J. Cuervo** .............. ....... Miami Shores, Florida 
Suzanne E. Cummings ............... Coral Springs, Florida 
Annette G. D'Agosta** ......... Pompano Beach, Florida 
Nekeisha M. Daley ............................... Sunrise, Florida 
Pushpa C. Daliya ............................ Fort Myers, Florida 
Joanne L. DeBiasa** ..................... Cape Coral, Florida 
Trica Tia Delancy ................. ........... Nassau, Bahamas 
Daphny Denard ..................................... Miami, Florida 
Laila Derrick-Neal... ............ Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Chabelli Charlotte Dessus .... ........ Cape Coral, Florida 
Cara Marie Diaz ................................... Sunrise, Florida 
Jesus A. Diaz ............................ Coconut Creek, Florida 
Natasha Diaz .................................... ... Hialeah, Florida 
Tamara Dimaio ................... ............ Plantation, Florida 
Susan Ruth DiMatteo* .................. Fort Myers, Florida 
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Lisa S. Diouf.. ..... ..... ... ................. .. lacksonville, Florida 
Irolda Cleopatra Douglas* ............ Covington, Georgia 
Michele L. Doychak** ... ... ................... Sunrise, Florida 
Mary Katherine Eddy** ... .......... Coral Springs, Florida 
Pauline Edwards ...... ..... ................ . Cape Coral, Florida 
Rachel Leigh Eisenberg ................... Plantation, Florida 
Margot Suzanne Elmore** ........... .. Fort Myers, Florida 
Kaylie Paige Empfield ............. .... Coral Springs, Florida 
Leonila Engelmann .. .................. ... ..... .... Davie, Florida 
Michelle Epps-Schaffer** ............ ... Plantation, Florida 
Alessaundra Christine Espinosa ..... ..... Naples, Florida 
Amelia Ann Espinosa ............... Winter Haven, Florida 
Woodynn Fidele .......... ... ... .................... Miami, Florida 
Brooke Lively Fisher ........ ... Altamonte Springs, Florida 
Sheri Lyn Folsom* .. ..... ..... ... ............. Palm Bay, Florida 
Nancy Natalie Fong ........... ..... .......... Miramar, Florida 
Sarah Rachel Forman ............... ....... ... Weston, Florida 
Diana Galvez .............................. Coral Springs, Florida 
Jennifer Garcia ............................. Opa-Locka, Florida 
Janae Llewellyn Gay .... ..... ... ..... ....... Frostproof, Florida 
Laurie Elizabeth Gibbons ........ ... ... Boca Raton, Florida 
Lisa Marie Gonzalez** ...... ............... ..... Estero, Florida 
Pamela Amanda Gonzalez ......... ...... ..... Miami, Florida 
Indra Devi Gopal** ....... ......... Winter Garden, Florida 
Shama Gresseau .................................... Miami, Florida 
Ashley Margaret Grueger .... ..... ..... Fort Myers, Florida 
Leila Habersham** ................ Pompano Beach, Florida 
Meghan Lucielle Handlin ....... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Rude N. Henry ................... . .Lauderdale Lakes, Florida 
Meredith Lynn Hirstreet ...... ..... . Coral Springs, Florida 
Monica Lynn Hood ....................... Palm Coast, Florida 
Jacqueline Horak ........................ Coral Springs, Florida 
Jessica David Hurteau ...... ......... ... .. Hollywood, Florida 
Sharon Shoukat Hussain* .................. . Hialeah, Florida 
Jennifer Hutcheson ................. Coconut Creek, Florida 
Murielle Jean* ........ .......... ....... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Paceline Jean ..................... ... .......... ... Miramar, Florida 
Christopher M. Jenkins ... ...................... Davie, Florida 
Lauri Lyn Johnson .............................. Orlando, Florida 
Ruth Milien Jonathas...... ... ...... Lehigh Acres, Florida 
Shynee Jose ........... .......... ............... Hollywood, Florida 
Joy Joseph** ........................................ Apopka, Florida 
Julie Joseph .......... ........ ..... North Miami Beach, Florida 
Marcus Weston Kelley ................... Cape Coral, Florida 
Pamela J. Kelley* ................................ Orlando, Florida 
Amy Rose Kelly ............................ .......... Lithia, Florida 
*Graduated with honors 
**Graduated with highest honors 
Joseph A. Knoll... ........... .................... Orlando, Florida 
Margret Koraya ... ..... ............... ... .... Fort Myers, Florida 
Lourdes Lacho .............. ............... Ocean Ridge, Florida 
Tara Yvette Landers** ........... ...... Lehigh Acres, Florida 
Kevin A. Lara ........... .............. ............... Miami, Florida 
David Paul J. Lazarus ......... ...... ... Delray Beach, Florida 
Kathie-Ann Janine Lee ...... .. West Palm Beach, Florida 
Virginia A. Lehn** ................ ......... Plantation, Florida 
Courtney Ann Lemming* ...... Winter Garden, Florida 
Stephanie Anne Lenyo ........ ... .... Palm Harbor, Florida 
Lin Li** ................. ... ...... .. ..................... Miami, Florida 
Devon Lilly ...... .. ................... North Fort Myers, Florida 
Ellen Louise Lockwood* .............. Auburndale, Florida 
Lina Londono ................................. Hollywood, Florida 
Aylin Lopez ... ... ....... ........ .................... Hialeah, Florida 
Adam C. Lorenzo ..................... ........ ...... Davie, Florida 
Grace Olivine Lue-Martin** .. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Pamela Lynn MacPherson ....... Coconut Creek, Florida 
Jessica Chantal Maitre .......................... Miami, Florida 
Monique Marie Makowski ............. Hollywood, Florida 
Melisa Marcelin ....... ..... ... North Miami Beach, Florida 
Lorraine Romeo Marshall ............... Lauderhill, Florida 
Dalia Matchanickal ................... Coral Springs, Florida 
Christina Mathew ................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Mini E. Mathew ........ .......... ... ........ Fort Myers, Florida 
Rachel Mathew** ................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Debra A. Maxwell... ............................. Naples, Florida 
Mary B. McCann** .............. . Lighthouse Point, Florida 
Delores C. Mclean .. ..................... ..... Tamarac, Florida 
Raquel Eliza Medina .......................... Margate, Florida 
Angelique C. Mendoza ... ...... ...... Lehigh Acres, Florida 
Krystel Mendoza ...... ............................ Weston, Florida 
Wilbert Mesa ... .................................... Hialeah, Florida 
Ornella Michelot ..... ..... .................. Fort Myers, Florida 
Maxine M. Mignott-Williams ............... Miami, Florida 
Angelica M. Milanes ............................. Miami, Florida 
Alexandra Davis Molchan ..... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Edline Monestime ...................... North Miami, Florida 
Zayra Ivelisse Morales ......... Hallandale Beach, Florida 
Flavia L. Morea .................................... Naples, Florida 
Heather Moreno ... .. ................. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Rhiannon Morini.. .. ................ Coconut Creek, Florida 
Kelli Kristine Moroso .......... North Lauderdale, Florida 
Larisa C. Myers* .......................... Saint Cloud, Florida 
Beverley A. Neider* .............................. .Dover, Florida 
Jheneal Nelson .. ..... ....... ........ ..... Riviera Beach, Florida 
Jounette Noel ........ ............. ........... Greenacres, Florida 
Annie Obsaint ........................... North Miami, Florida 
Krystina M. O'Connor. ........ ... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Stephanie Ann O'Dell .... ......... ..... Cape Coral, Florida 
Robyn Louise O'Keefe** .................. Clermont, Florida 
Ifeanacho C. Orajaka ..................... Fort Myers, Florida 
Naara Ortiz ................ ... ...... .. ...... Miami Lakes, Florida 
Tiffany A. Pagan .................... Pompano Beach, Florida 
Vivian Paniz .......................... Puerto Ordaz, Venezuela 
Keisha B. Pappas** .. ............. ............ Clermont, Florida 
Clara Parlant .......................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Bresha L. Patton ....... .. ...................... Nassau, Bahamas 
Kathleen Phelps* ..... ......... .. ............... Orlando, Florida 
Pamela A. Pirrello** ...................... .Kissimmee, Florida 
Rachel M. Pittala** ............ .......... Windermere, Florida 
Sheila Annette Plante ................ Lehigh Acres, Florida 
Ethel Marie Poindexter* ........ Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Anay Portieles ....................................... Miami, Florida 
Myrline Presendieu .......... ......... .. .. Boca Raton, Florida 
Kyndall Nyeschelle Pritchard .. .. ........... Sunrise, Florida 
Daisy Ramos .......................................... Miami, Florida 
Madeleine Raymond ......................... Miramar, Florida 
Jomi B. Reddings ................................ Monroe, Georgia 
Nikki Lee Richardson .... .. ....... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Yairene Mercedes Rivera ............ Coral Springs, Florida 
Kyndra Lynn Robbins .................... Fort Myers, Florida 
Brittany Venicka Robinson ..... Miami Gardens, Florida 
Karen Lorena Rodriguez ................ Fort Myers, Florida 
Kevin Joaquin Rodriguez ....... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Kristin Rodriguez .................... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Amanda K. Rohrbaugh ............ . Winter Haven, Florida 
Rachel Hannah Roman .. ...... ................. Davie, Florida 
Lisa Rountree ......................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Darelys Andino Ruiz ...... .. ............. Cape Coral, Florida 
Dilette Rutherford** ......................... Miramar, Florida 
Amendha Saint-Die ....................... Fort Myers, Florida 
Jennifer Nandrani Sankar-Prashad** ... Ocoee, Florida 
Claudia Patricia Santamaria ......... Boca Raton, Florida 
Jennifer Sazanow...................... Dania Beach, Florida 
Kory Kevin Schabbel ........................ .. . Naples, Florida 
Christopher F. Schafer ........................... Davie, Florida 
JoAnna Margaret Schwartz .... Pompano Beach, Florida 
Veronica M. Scott ..... ................... Cooper City, Florida 
Divya Madhuri Seejattan .................. Tamarac, Florida 
Tammy J. Sincore** .......... ......... Palmetto Bay, Florida 
James George Sinkevich, Jr .... Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
*Graduated with honors 
**Graduated with highest honors 
Marie Bernadine Smith ...... North Lauderdale, Florida 
Nicole Lee Smith .... ....... ......... Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Ashley Nicole Snagg ......................... Tamarac, Florida 
Winsome Triana Stanberry ........ Lehigh Acres, Florida 
Kristen L. Stuckey ................ North Fort Myers, Florida 
Erick Suarez .................... ....................... Miami, Florida 
Shawn Donoho Swanson .... .......... Vero Beach, Florida 
Ali Michelle Swid ...................... Coral Springs, Florida 
Rachel Hunter Talenfeld .......... .. Coral Springs, Florida 
Jonelle B. Thomas .................. ...... . Cape Coral, Florida 
Ruth Evertha Thompson ....... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Melinda S. Tindle** ....................... Fort Myers, Florida 
Rosabel Toribio ............ ..... ......... Coral Springs, Florida 
Nancy Traczyk* ......................... ..... ... ... Naples, Florida 
Althea Nadine Albano Tunac ..... Okeechobee, Florida 
Estefania Urbano ............ ......... ..... ...... Weston, Florida 
Bianca Uricoechea ....................... Lake Worth, Florida 
Gina Elizabeth Vaughn ................. Cape Coral, Florida 
Vanessa Sasha Vaval .... .. .. North Miami Beach, Florida 
Kathleen S. Vazquez ...... ......... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Meryhelen Keyla Viloria ........................ Davie, Florida 
Evi Waeltz .......................................... Lantana, Florida 
Nicole Walters .............. .................... Palm Bay, Florida 
Haley Levi Warner .......... ............... Fort Myers, Florida 
Nicole Stephanie Weiner* ............ ..... ... Miami, Florida 
Tina M. Wells** ....... .................... Saint Cloud, Florida 
Samantha Wenzel .......................... Wellington, Florida 
Luisa Fernanda Werner .............. Miami Beach, Florida 
Maureen Ann Wertz** .............. ........... Venice, Florida 
Angela D. Williams ............ . North Lauderdale, Florida 
Ann Marie Williams ............................ Sunrise, Florida 
Arlene S. Williams .......... .. ........ Port Charlotte, Florida 
San Wong ................ ............... ........ Fort Myers, Florida 
Lakota Leigh WoodalL ........ . Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Tonyell Michele Woodridge .. ..... Prairieville, Louisiana 
Sybil Woolley ....................... .. ............... Miami, Florida 
Lorna Dale Wright.. ........................ .. ... Sunrise, Florida 
Tricia Avernel Wright.. ..................... Miramar, Florida 
Natalia Zapata ....................... ...... .. Boca Raton, Florida 
Jeanne A. Zephir. .. ............... Lauderdale Lakes, Florida 
Li Qin Zhang ......................................... Davie, Florida 
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE ON NURSING-ENTRY LEVEL 
Titina Alina Aiello ............................... Miami, Florida Roxana Linares ................................. .. Hialeah, Florida 
Rehana Alli ....................................... Tamarac, Florida Priscilla Machado .................................. Miami, Florida 
Jennifer Marie Alonso .......................... Miami, Florida Christian Alberto Meitin ........... South Miami, Florida 
Mona Ambroise .................................... Miami, Florida Jennifer M. Mestre .... ........ .................... Miami, Florida 
Melissa Ann Ametller .......................... Miami, Florida Jose Milian ............................................ Miami, Florida 
Taneisha Latoya Anderson ..... Bridgeport, Connecticut Yaima Morazan ................................... Hialeah, Florida 
Zania Natalia Anderson ...... Lauderdale Lakes, Florida Natalie Marie Moreno .......................... Miami, Florida 
Yanet Artiz ............................................ Miami, Florida Vanessa Muir .............. ........................... Miami, Florida 
Rebekah 1. Baldoquin .................... Hollywood, Florida Janice Munoz .... ... ......... ... ..... .... .. .... ....... Miami, Florida 
Mailinda Belizaire .............. .. ... .. ........ Tamarac, Florida Vanessa Odriozola ..................... ............ Miami, Florida 
Leandra Julieth Berrios ......................... Miami, Florida Lina Marlen Offredi .............................. Miami, Florida 
Ariadne Borroto .................................... Miami, Florida Belinda Orellana .... ............ ........ ...... ... Hialeah, Florida 
Kristen Nicole Camacho ....................... Miami, Florida Kristen Alexis Peredo ................. Palmetto Bay, Florida 
Cristina A. Carrillo .................. . Coral Springs, Florida Mayleni Perez .................. .. ... .. ............... Miami, Florida 
Kristina M. Carrillo ....................... Hollywood, Florida Leah Mei Pope ...................................... Miami, Florida 
Walter Daniel Castillo .......................... Miami, Florida Maria F. Pujol ....................... West Palm Beach, Florida 
Viviana Comptis ......................... .. .... .. Hialeah, Florida Janet E. Quintana ................................. Miami, Florida 
Georges C. Coupet ............................ Tamarac, Florida Mayrelis Ramentol ................................ Miami, Florida 
Osnyel Cruz ................. ..... ..... ................ Miami, Florida Angela Ramirez ........ .... ..... .. ............. ..... Miami, Florida 
Bianca M. Cuervo ................................. Miami, Florida Johary Rodriguez* ....................... Palm Springs, Florida 
Jody-Ann Samantha Dyer .... Lauderdale Lakes, Florida Lucy Ruiz ................... .. ... .. .......... Riviera Beach, Florida 
Cynthia Esteban ..................... Pembroke Pines, Florida Maribel Ruiz ............................... Riviera Beach, Florida 
Amanda Lauren Fleming ...................... Miami, Florida Tania E. Saby .................................... Miramar, Florida 
Julianna Frances Marguerite Fronczak.. .. Sunrise, Florida Dayana Sakes ....................................... Miami, Florida 
Katherine Anne Gold .......................... . Miami, Florida Arthur Phillip Sanchez ......................... Miami, Florida 
Allison Ilene Goldberg .. ... ....... Boynton Beach, Florida Vanessa A. Sanchez ........... .. ... .. ............ Miami, Florida 
Lorena Gomez ..................................... Hialeah, Florida Karen Satizabal ..................................... Miami, Florida 
Jennifer Ashley Gonzalez ...................... Miami, Florida Shelly M. Saunier ............................... Margate, Florida 
Melanie Joyce lckes ............................... Miami, Florida Nicole Marie Schwenker ....................... Miami, Florida 
Beatriz Illa ............................................ . Miami, Florida Rachel Rose Shafer ....................... Boca Raton, Florida 
Vielkys Elizabeth Infante ...... Hialeah Gardens, Florida Charles A. Sheldon ....................... Homestead, Florida 
Wanda A. Jean ....................... Fort Lauderdale, Florida Angelica Sophia Soldevilla ...... ... South Miami, Florida 
Amanda Lee Joseph* ................. ........... Miami, Florida Christina Sosa ..................................... Hialeah, Florida 
James Robert Josue ........................ Opa-Locka, Florida Tianna Jalikxa Torres ........................... Miami, Florida 
Cynthia Kostich ...................... Pembroke Pines, Florida Gina Angela Valbrun ............................ Davie, Florida 
Hailey Aleesha Lane ............................. Miami, Florida Fiorella Vargas ................................... Miramar, Florida 
Jennifer S. Larrea .................................. Miami, Florida Andrew Ryan Waisbrot.. ....... .. .............. Miami, Florida 
Natalie Rachel Laurent* ............ Coral Springs, Florida Nickette Roxine Welsh* .................. Palm Bay, Florida 
Doraysy Lauzan ............................... ...... Miami, Florida 
*Graduated with honors 
* * Graduated with highest honors 
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BACHELOR OF HEALTH SCIENCE 
Kimberly D. Baker ....... .. .. ... ..... Ladson, South Carolina Deborah Christine Goodman .............. Tampa, Florida 
Michele A. Baptiste ........................ Lauderhill, Florida Julie Nicole Keiper .......... Sault Sainte Marie, Michigan 
Mark J. Berges ..... ......... ..... ....... ..... ... ..... Miami, Florida Peggy Marcelin ..................................... Sunrise, Florida 
Debbie L. Campbell ................ Coconut Creek, Florida Berllinda Pascal... ........................... WeUington, Florida 
Marcella Carlstrom ......................... Carver, Minnesota Gretter Pino ........................................ .. Miami, Florida 
Debora Romina Delgado ............... Boca Raton, Florida Laureen Rayna ......... ....................... Plantation, Florida 
Charles Christopher Gerz ............. Tallahassee, Florida Reva Dawn Riggins ........................ Gainesville, Florida 
David Michael Gohl ... ....... ............ Fort Myers, Florida Enrique E. Serrano .................. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Stacey Lynn Gonzalez ................. West Allis, Wisconsin Mandy LuAnn Yown .................... }acksonville, Florida 
BACHELOR OF HEALTH SCIENCE-VASCULAR SONOGRAPHY 
Stacie Nicole Allen ............................... Miami, Florida Mario R. Jordan, Jr. .............. ....... Beverly Hills, Florida 
Antonina Arefieva .......................... Plantation, Florida Stephanie Aurelia Loftis ..... Royal Palm Beach, Florida 
Wendy Lynn Bishop ...................... Montpelier, Virginia Nicole M. Mekich .............. ... .. Pembroke Pines, Florida 
Paulina Campos ......................... Miami Beach, Florida Silkie Lehua Melloul .............. Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Garima Chadha ...................... Pembroke Pines, Florida Rachael K. Pampinella .. ... ... .. . Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
Hamzeh Darwiche ............ Dearborn Heights, Michigan Barbara Lynn Parker .................. Phenix City, Alabama 
Keara L. Dwyer ......... ................. Coral Springs, Florida Jennifer Similien .. .............. ................... Miami, Florida 
Helena Dawn Grant ............... Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
*Graduated with honors 





SENATOR MIKE HARIDOPOLOS, M.A. 
Florida Senate President 
In November 2010, Mike Haridopolos was sworn in as the 84th 
president of the Florida Senate. 
In his capacity as president of the Florida Senate, he has demonstrated 
exceptional leadership skills to stand up for Floridians against big 
government, higher taxes, and unrestrained spending in Tallahassee. 
He has worked tirelessly to ensure that government spending never 
grows faster than a family's ability to pay for it. 
Prior to becoming Senate President, Haridopolos was a history 
instructor at Brevard College. He was promoted to the position of department chair of the social 
behavioral sciences and eventually became chair of the college's Liberal Arts Department. 
Born in Huntington, New York, in 1970, he earned his Bachelor of Arts degree in History from Stetson 
University. He went on to earn his Master of Arts degree in History from the University of Arkansas. 
Between 2001 and 2003, Haridopolos was a member of the Florida House of Representatives. After 
being elected to the Florida Senate in 2003, his goal was to fight for conservative reform through a 
substantive and strong agenda. In 2006, he began working to help elect more conservative senators. In 
the course of four years, he was able to build the most conservative Senate in decades and the largest 
GOP majority since Reconstruction. 
As the incoming president of the Florida Senate, Haridopolos laid out an agenda that was bold-both 
in principle and in substance-promising and delivering on five major promises to Floridians. Despite 
facing an almost $4-billion deficit, he insisted on balancing Florida's budget without raising taxes. He was 
able to do that and cut $308 million in taxes on small businesses and homeowners. He also promised to 
pass the Health Care Freedom Act, which would place a protection in the Florida Constitution to keep 
Floridians from having to adhere to the mandates of the new federal health care law. 
Haridopolos also promised to pass a Smart Cap, legislation that will put stringent controls on 
government, ensuring that government spending will never grow faster than family income. 
Additionally, he led the fight for the Student Success Act, a piece of legislation that created education 
reform for students that will pay the best teachers like the professionals they are. It will also continue to 
raise the bar for students to compete with their peers from around the world. 
He took on public pension reform by instituting landmark legislation that respects the contributions of 
state workers, while forcing them to contribute to their own pensions, just as those in the private sector do. 
Throughout his legislative career, Haridopolos has championed issues related to the space program and 
NASA, instituted transparency and accountability in state government, and identified ways to correct 
and prevent the wrongful incarceration of Floridians. 
Haridopolos is committed to improving the lives of Floridians. 
AUDIOLOGY OATH 
As a Doctor of Audiology, I pledge to practice the art and science of my profession to the best of my ability 
and to be ethical in conduct. 
I will respect and honor my teachers and also those who forged the path I freely follow. 
According to their example, I will continue to expand my knowledge and improve my skills. 
I will collaborate with my fellow audiologists and other professionals for the benefit of our patients. 
I will, to the best of my ability and judgment, evaluate, manage, and treat my patients. 
I will willingly do no harm, but rather always strive to provide care according to the standards 
of the profession. 
I will act to the benefit of those needing care, striving to see that none go untreated. 
I will practice when competent to do so, and refer all others to practitioners capable of providing care in 
keeping with this oath. 
I will aspire to personal and professional conduct free from corruption. 
I will keep in confidence all information made known to me about my patients. 
As a Doctor of Audiology, I agree to be held accountable for any violation of this oath and the ethics 
of the profession. 
While I keep this oath unviolated, may it be granted to me to enjoy life and the practice of the art and science 
of audiology, respected by all persons, in all times. 
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PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT OATH 
I pledge to perform the following duties with honesty and dedication: 
I will hold as my primary responsibility the health, safety, welfare, and dignity of all human beings. 
I will uphold the tenets of patient autonomy, beneficence, nonmaleficence, and justice. 
I will recognize and promote the value of diversity. 
I will treat equally all persons who seek my care. 
I will hold in confidence the information shared in the course of practicing medicine. 
I will assess my personal capabilities and limitations, striving always to improve my medical practice. 
I will actively seek to expand my knowledge and skills, keeping abreast of advances in medicine. 
I will work with other members of the health care team to provide compassionate and effective 
care of patients. 
I will use my knowledge and experience to contribute to an improved community. 
I will respect my professional relationship with the physician. 
I will share and expand knowledge within the profession. 
These duties are pledged with sincerity and upon my honor. 
NIGHTINGALE OATH 
I solemnly pledge myself before God and in the presence of this assembly to faithfully practice my profession 
of nursing. 
I will do all in my power to make and maintain the highest standards and practices of my profession. 
I will hold in confidence all personal matters committed to my keeping in the practice of my calling. 
I will assist the physician in his work and will devote myself to the welfare of my patients, 
my family, and my community. 
I will endeavor to fulfill my rights and privileges as a good citizen and take my share of responsibility in 
promoting the health and welfare of the community. 
I will constantly endeavor to increase my knowledge and skills in nursing and to use them wisely. 
I will zealously seek to nurse those who are ill wherever they may be and whenever they are in need. 
I will be active in assisting others in safeguarding and promoting the health and happiness of mankind. 
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Nova Southeastern University Anthem 
Words and Music by Mark]. Cavanaugh © 2010 Marx Music, Inc. All rights reserved. Reprinted, 
with permission, by arrangement with Adorno Music (ASCAP). The unauthorized copying or use of 
this work, in whole or in part, is illegal. 
NOTE: The appearance of a name on this program should not be interpreted as evidence of graduation. 
The student's permanent record, on file in the University Registrar's Office, remains the official testimony of 
the possession of a Nova Southeastern University degree. 
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PROCESSION AND REGALIA 
The Academic Processional is a longstanding tradition that originated in the medieval university in 
the 11th and 12th centuries. Attired in cap, hood, and gown, the faculty would present itself and its 
students to the local community for inspection. 
The gown was originally thought to be worn for warmth and to denote authority and privilege. Today, 
gray is the color of the gown for all degrees, although variations in the hood colors, represents the 
difference in the type and level of the degree. 
The medieval hood was worn as a protection from the elements or used as a satchel to carry scrolls 
and books. The modern hood worn today is lined with satin in the colors of the institution conferring 
the degree (Nova Southeastern University colors are blue and gray). 
In addition, the hood is trimmed with various colors of velvet facing, each color representing the 
academic discipline in which the degree has been granted. Royal blue has been designated to 
represent Doctor of Philosophy; shades of green were chosen for health science, physician assistant, 
and audiology; slate blue was chosen to represent occupational therapy; and apricot was chosen to 
represent nursing. 
The academic cap, at one time worn by freed Roman slaves, signifies the wearer's right to academic 
freedom and attests to the dignity endowed upon the wearer and the responsibility for maintaining 
the highest practical and ethical standards. 
Graduates who have been recognized for academic achievement by the college are wearing honor cords. 
MACE 
During the Middle Ages, the mace was an effective weapon in battle and also was displayed as a symbol to 
command order during royal gatherings, religious ceremonies, and university classes. As newer and more 
powerful military arms were created, however, the mace progressed into a symbol of authority and today is 
frequently used to lead religious and academic processions. 
The mace was originally a wooden staff carried by royal messengers as a symbol to preserve order and usher 
royal functions. The early wooden staff of such royal messengers or lead ushers of ceremonial processions 
was transformed in the 14th century into an elaborate sterling silver mace. Eventually, in the 15th century, 
it evolved into a symbol of academic excellence and dignity. 
THE NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY MACE 
Before its merger in 1994 with Southeastern University of the Health Sciences, Nova University's mace bore 
a sterling silver "nova star" symbolizing the university's name and mission. Symbolically, Nova University's 
"nova star" burned brightly, providing educational enlightenment to the world. Today, a new sterling silver 
mace highlights the past, present, and future through the inclusion of the original "nova star" representing 
the university's past, surrounding the NSU seal. When not in official use, the mace is displayed in the 
rotunda of the William and Norma Horvitz Administration Building. 
In Latin, nova means new or innovative. Nova Southeastern University was created to be an innovative 
educational institution-to take the best of traditional education from the past and mold it to fit the needs 
of students for today and tomorrow. 
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